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OVERVIEW

Spectacular exterior luxury apartment with 2 bedrooms
and high quality finishes for rent in the exclusive
neighborhood of Justice

This spectacular apartment is located in one of the most representative buildings of
the Plaza de las Salesas, in the heart of the Justice district. The building has a
protected elevator and concierge service.

Upon entering the property, we find a spacious and bright entrance hall. This hall
directs us to the different areas of the house, the day area and the night area.

The day area, on the right, consists of a spacious and bright living room, dining room
with 4 windows that provide great luminosity to the entire room. The living room, has
wonderful views, can be seen from its balconies, the Parroquia de Santa Bárbara and
La Plaza de las Salesas.

Right next to the living room is a cozy living room, which can be used as a bedroom or
office.

On the left we find the night area. The master bedroom is very spacious, has a
dressing room, fitted wardrobes, bathroom en suite with bathtub and views and a
balcony that offers wonderful views.

In this room of the house, there is the second bedroom, a bathroom, plus another
room and bathroom.

At the end, we find the fully equipped kitchen with all brand new appliances and
private service elevator.

This incredible home, is presented in excellent condition, with premieres with wood
finishes and floors of the best quality and a wonderful design. It also offers the best
features, with air conditioning, and heating.

Very well connected with public transport and with easy access to representative
points of the city.

lucasfox.com/go/madr20273

Concierge service, Lift, High ceilings,
Natural light, Wooden flooring,
Air conditioning, Balcony, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Heating,
Renovated, Transport nearby, Views,
Walk-in wardrobe
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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